
8 day Egypt luxury tour  

Cairo, Luxor, Aswan & Nile Cruise  

 2990 $ 

 

The program includes: 

 All airport transfer by private air-conditioned deluxe vehicle  
 Accommodation in 5 star hotel for 3 nights in Cairo including daily breakfast 
 Lunch on every day tour “ drinks are not included “ 
 Accommodation in 5 star luxury Nile cruise for 4 night on full board basis  
 2 Domestic flight ticket per person -  Cairo to Luxor and Aswan to Cairo  
 All sightseeing tours indicated in the itinerary  in Cairo  
 All sightseeing tours indicated in the itinerary on the Nile cruise    
 Entrance fees to all sites as indicated in the itinerary.   
 Expert Egyptologist tour guide during all your tours in Egypt  
 All service charges and applicable taxes included 
 Extra tours highlighted in blue color offered FREE by Egyptomania Luxury Tours 

 
 
Extra services offered by Egyptomania and included in the price    
- Spectacular sound and light show  at Giza pyramids   
- Solar boat museum tour  
- Luxor city tour in horse carriage    
- Aswan Felucca “sailboat” romantic Sunset ride   
-  
 

 
Friday    Arrive Cairo, you will be picked up from Cairo airport and 

transferred to your 5 star Luxury hotel overlooking the pyramids on bed 

and breakfast basis, relaxing evening enjoying your hotel facilities 

*************************************************************************** 



Saturday    Afternoon 1:00 PM welcome meeting to discuss all about the 

trip then enjoy your welcome lunch in a 5 star local restaurant  

“All food and drinks covered by your host “ 

Then visit one of Egypt`s most famous Egyptian cotton stores to get some 

clothes to fit with your trip needs. Amazing quality and very good price  

“Do not bring lots of clothes from home, make your luggage light “  later we 

visit one of the most famous hand-made Egyptian souvenirs and jewelry 

stores where lifetime guarantees are given with any item you purchase at 

an amazingly affordable price. Then in the evening attend the spectacular 

sound & light show at the pyramids, in the end you will be transferred to 

your hotel 

*************************************************************************** 

Sunday Early morning wake up call ,after breakfast visiting Egypt most 

famous site “ Giza “  pyramids, Sphinx, Valley temple ..Having more than 5 

different stops in the area with a detailed lecture delivered by your expert 

Egyptologist guide on each spot  

Optional activities such as a camel ride at the area where pyramids can be 

seen from different angles that are not accessible by bus then going inside 

the pyramid and visiting the solar boat museum    

After almost 3 hour visit at the pyramids, a short break before Lunch to visit 

papyrus gallery where one of ancient Egyptian secrets will be deciphered 

“making the first paper in the history of mankind in front of you exactly the 

same way as it was made 5000 years ago”   then lunch in a 5 star local 

restaurant covered by your host. 

Then drive to The Egyptian museum to explore King Tut`s exhibition and 

some other masterpieces from the pharaohs time, almost 2 to 3 hour tour 

accompanied by your Egyptologist. There will be an opportunity of visiting 

the Royal mummy’s room for an extra ticket. 

 

 

 

 



Monday   check out early morning after breakfast and fly to Luxor then board 

on the luxurious Nile cruise on full board basis drinks are extra 

Then visit Luxor East bank with your Egyptologist Expert starting with the 

World`s biggest cult center “Karank temples” after that proceed to Luxor 

temple .then back to your cruise ship , Lunch and relaxing evening  

Free evening can be spent on board with the ship activities and shows or 

optional tour. Luxor city tour in horse carriage combined with the mind-

blowing Karnak temples sound and light show “optional” 

  

***************************************************************************  

Tuesday    

4:30 AM optional adventure of riding a hot air balloon and watch the 

breathtaking Sunrise above the Valley of the Kings  

After breakfast visit Luxor west bank and the legendary valley of the kings 

followed by the funerary temple of Queen Hatshepsut in addition to a visit 

to the world`s heaviest statues Colossi of Memnon  

Back to the cruise and start the spectacular sailing towards Edfu temple  

Overnight in Edfu city 

*************************************************************************** 

Wednesday  Visiting Edfu temple of Horus the falcon for approximately 2 

hours then get back to the ship and start sailing again towards Kom Ombo 

temple of Sobek the crocodile where another 2 hours will be spent there 

Continue sailing towards Aswan  

Overnight in Aswan then free evening or enjoy the cruise show program  

*************************************************************************** 

Thursday    Start Aswan visits by visiting Philae Island and temple of Isis 

that we will need a motor boat to go there since it is an island in the middle 

of the river  

After that visit the unfinished obelisk weighing 1200 tones   

At the end it will be a visit to Aswan high dam then Sunset romantic sailboat 

“felucca” ride 



Overnight in Aswan, free night to explore the beautiful market of spices in 

Aswan or enjoy the cruise show program 

*************************************************************************** 

Friday check out and fly back to Cairo + connection evening flight back 

home  

 

 

The program DOES NOT include   
 
- International Airfare   
- Any other optional tours   
- Egypt Visa  
- Single room supplement in hotel and cruise ship  
- Tipping  

       
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


